Objective: To evaluate the autonomic activity of patients with acrocyanosis by using heart rate variability indices. Material and Methods: The study group consisted of 24 patients with acrocyanosis and the control group contained 22 sex-and age-matched healthy subjects. All subjects underwent 24-hour Holter monitoring. Among the heart rate variability (HRV) parameters, time-domain and frequency-domain indices were analysed.
Introduction
Acrocyanosis (AC) was first described by Crocq in 1896 and is a disorder of the peripheral circulation. It is characterised by the following symptoms and signs; permanent and painless cyanosis of the acral parts, local hypothermia, permanent local hyperhidrosis, elastic infiltration of the integument and a general lack of pain ( Figure 1 ). Acrocyanosis is mostly included in the differential diagnosis of Raynaud's phenomenon (RP) and can be differentiated from RP by the relatively permanent occurrence rather than frequent attacks and the absence of a sharp line separating normal skin from the abnormal areas (1) . The age of onset is often during adolescence and early adult life, and it is relatively common among women. Although the disease is temperature-dependent and generally worsens with cold exposure, the aetiopathogenesis is poorly understood, and several hypotheses have been suggested. Firstly, it was believed that the main pathology is excessive sensitivity to cold on the part of the small vessels of the extremities (2) . On the other hand, some investigators have proposed that it was caused by hypertonicity (hyperactivity) of the sympathetic nervous system (3, 4) . Also, local disorder of the small vessels with the contribution of centrally arising impulses has also been suggested as an underlying mechanism (5). However, it was mostly suggested that the pathogenesis was the result of the sympathetic hyperactivity at the acral parts leading to the increased tone and spasm of the arterioles associated with dilation of capillaries and venules. Based on these suggestions, several investigators have applied sympathectomy for treatment, with very poor success rates. Despite the existence of a hypothesis citing the sympathetic system as the cause of AC, it is interesting to note that no study, to our knowledge, has evaluated the autonomic functions in patients with AC.
The electrical and contractile activity of the heart is largely modulated by the autonomic nervous system (ANS). Heart rate variability (HRV), is a reliable and non-invasive electrocardiographic method to measure the autonomic nervous system, and consists of a series of measurements of successive RR interval variations of sinus origin (intervals between QRS complexes of normal sinus depolarization). Analysis of HRV consists of a series of measurements of successive RR interval variations of sinus origin, which provide information about tonic baseline autonomic function. In normal conditions, there will be continuous physiological variations of the sinus cycles, while there will be a sympatho-vagal imbalance reflected by a diminished HRV if there is an abnormality in ANS (6 (7, 8) .
In this prospective, cross-sectional study, by using time-domain and power spectral analysis of HRV, we aimed to determine whether there is an autonomic abnormality and whether it is localised or generalised in patients with AC. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no study evaluating the autonomic nervous system in AC by using HRV parameters.
Material and Methods
Twenty-four consecutive patients with AC (Male/Female ratio: 18/6, mean age: 27±10 years) compromised the study group. The control group was composed of 22 age-and gender-matched healthy subjects (Male/Female ratio: 16/6, mean age: 25±9 years). Concomitant diseases were investigated by a detailed medical history, physical examination, whole blood count, and routine blood chemistry in all participants. Patients with obesity, current smokers, diabetes mellitus, anaemia, hypertension, any sign of infection, taking any medication, and with a suspicion of coronary heart disease and hypersensitivity were excluded from the study. All subjects underwent 24-hour Holter monitoring. The study was reviewed and approved by local ethics committee of Gülhane Military Medical School, and all participants signed written informed consent.
Diagnosis of acrocyanosis
The diagnosis of AC is based on mainly clinical symptoms, including persistently cyanotic and hyperhydrotic hands and/or feet with a lack of pain. Also, if one hand is kept in a dependent position and the other is kept raised, the colour of the latter becomes normal in patients (Figure 1 ).
Heart rate variability Twenty-four-hour ambulatory electrocardiographic recordings were obtained from each subject with a Rozinn RZ 152 digital Holter recorder (Rozinn Electronics, Inc., Glendale, NY, USA) with the sampling frequency of 1024 Hz. All cases were strictly advised to maintain the normal course of their daily life. Their obedience to this advice was confirmed again while removing the device from the cases. The HRV was determined by the software of the same device.
The time domain HRV measures employed in our study were the standard deviation of all normal sinus R-R intervals over 24 hours (SDNN), the standard deviation of all averaged normal sinus R-R intervals for each 5-minute segment in the 24-hour recordings (SDANN), root mean square of successive differences between normal sinus R-R intervals (RMSSD), the ratio of number of all R-R intervals to the height of histogram created by the charting all the RR intervals (HRV triangular index), the number of R-R intervals exceeding 50 ms (SNN50 count), and the percentage of difference between adjacent normal R-R intervals that are greater than 50 ms computed over the entire 24-hour ECG recording (PNN50). Among them, RMSSD, SNN50, and PNN50 primarily reflect parasympathetically-mediated changes in heart rate (9) . The other time-domain variables reflect a mixture of parasympathetic, sympathetic, and other physiologic influences.
We used power spectral analysis of heart rate with the parameters of low frequency (low frequency (LF): 0.04-0.15 Hz), which is related to baroreceptor control and is dually mediated by vagal and sympathetic systems; a high frequency (high frequency (HF): 0.15-0.5 Hz) band reflects respiratory sinus arrhythmia and, thus, cardiac vagal activity (10, 11) . Also, the most indicative parameter of LF/HF is used for assessing the autonomic balance.
In addition to HRV variables, basic rhythm and associated problems such as atrial or ventricular arrhythmias were carefully evaluated.
Statistical analysis
A normality test was done using the Shapiro-Wilk test and graphically for continuous variables. Comparisons between the groups were carried out with 2-tailed Student's t test for normally distributed continuous variables, Mann-Whitney U test for data without normal distribution and chi-square test for dichotomous variables. A p value below 0.05 was considered to be significant.
Results
Demographic parameters including age, gender, haemoglobin levels and body mass index were similar in both groups (Table 1 ). All subjects were detected to be in sinus rhythm without any episode of sustained atrial or ventricular arrhythmias.
The statistical comparisons of HRV parameters are presented in Table 2 . When compared to the control group, the time-domain indices indicating global autonomic functions (SDNN, SDANN, and HRV-triangular index) were found to be increased, and other parameters indicating parasympathetic activity (RMSSD, SNN 50 count, and PNN50) showed a significant decrease in the patient group. Power-spectral analysis of HRV revealed LF and HF power were higher in the patient group than in controls (p=0.00 for both). However, LF/HF was found to be significantly lower in patient group than in controls.
Discussion
This study indicates that the disrupted part of the autonomic nervous system is not only the sympathetic system, but also the parasympathetic system in AC. Therefore, we may conclude that AC may be the result of systemic autonomic imbalance rather than pure sympathetic over-activation.
The imbalance we observed between sympathetic and parasympathetic nerve activities 
can disturb the electrophysiological properties of the heart. Some investigators have suggested that a decrease in HRV was associated with morbidity and mortality in patients with coronary heart disease after an acute coronary event (12) . Moreover, HRV parameters were also found to be altered in various disorders and there are no data concerning increased mortality in these disorders (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . There could be an association between HRV alterations seen in AC and increased mortality, although there are no data confirming or even suggesting this inference.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study evaluating the autonomic functions in AC. In AC, sympathectomy has been applied since 1929 and was based on the hypothesis of sympathetic over-activation. However, the lower success rate of this approach leads us to evaluate the autonomic functions in AC. A recent report declared that sympathectomy might cause cold sensitivity as a side effect (21) . In addition, diminished capillary density was shown in AC (22) . Considering these findings, the results of our study contradict the suggested physiopathological mechanism by which pure sympathetic over-activation plays a role in AC.
On the other hand, these results also suggest that AC is not a localised disorder that was previously considered; on the contrary, it is associated with various abnormalities of the systemic autonomic nervous system. Since patients with AC often report the nose, ears, lips, and nipples being affected, this is not an unexpected finding. However, one can claim that it can also be explained by the local disturbances in the aforementioned areas; thus, our results have confirmed the systemic autonomic feature of AC.
In conclusion, despite acrocyanosis having been known for over a century, its pathophysiologic mechanisms remain poorly understood. While autonomic dysfunction is not sufficient to explain all aspects of acrocyanosis, our findings nonetheless reflect the indirect evidence of the impaired function of autonomic nervous system. Since most of the studies evaluating the pathophysiological mechanisms operating in this entity date back to the beginning of the 20 th century, further studies with modern approaches are needed to better define the specific abnormalities of the autonomic nervous system in patients with acrocyanosis.
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